
SECTION 08710 
DOOR HARDWARE 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 CONDITIONS 
A. Conditions of the contract (General and Supplementary Conditions) and Division One General 

Requirements, govern the work of this section. 

B. This section includes all material, and related service necessary to furnish all finish hardware indicated 
on the drawings, or specified herein. 

C. Furnish UL listed hardware for all labeled and 20 min. openings in conformance with the requirements for 
the class of opening scheduled. Underwriters' requirements shall have precedence over specification 
where conflicts exist. 

D. All work shall be in accordance with all applicable state and local building codes.  Code requirements 
shall have precedence over this specification where conflicts exist. 

1.2 WORK INCLUDED 
A. This section includes the following: 

1. Furnish door hardware (for hollow metal,) specified herein, listed in the hardware schedule, and/or 
required by the drawings.  

2. Cylinders for Aluminum Doors 
3. Thresholds and Weather-stripping (Aluminum frame seals to be provided by aluminum door supplier) 
4. Access Control components and or systems specified within this section. 

B. Where items of hardware are not definitely or correctly specified and is required for the intended service, 
such omission, error or other discrepancy should be directed to the Architect prior to the bid date for 
clarification by addendum. Otherwise furnish such items in the type and quantity established by this 
specification for the appropriate service intended. 

1.3 RELATED WORK IN OTHER SECTIONS 
A. This section includes coordination with related work in the following sections: 

1. Division 8 Section "Hollow Metal Doors and Frames". 
2. Division 8 Section "Aluminum Entrances and Storefronts": for hardware specified for aluminum doors 

1.4 REFERENCES 
A. Publications of agencies and organizations listed below form a part of this specification section to the 

extent referenced. 
1. BMHA - Recommended Locations for Builders' Hardware. 
2. NFPA 80 - Standards for Fire Doors and Windows. 
3. NFPA 101 - Code for Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and Structures. 
4. UL - Building Material Directory. 
5. DHI - Door and Hardware Institute 
6. WHI - Warnock Hersey 
7. IBC 2000 - International Building Code 2000 Edition (as amended by local building code) 

1.5 SUBMITTALS 
A. Within ten days after award of contract, submit detailed hardware schedule in quantities as required by 

Division 1 - General Conditions. 

B. Schedule format shall be consistent with recommendations for a vertical format as set forth in the Door & 
Hardware Institute's (DHI) publication "Sequence and Format for the Hardware Schedule".  Hardware 
sets shall be consolidated to group multiple door openings which share similar hardware requirements.  
Schedule shall include the following information: 
1. Door number, location, size, handing, and rating. 
2. Door and frame material, handing. 
3. Degree of swing. 
4. Manufacturer 
5. Product name and catalog number 
6. Function, type and style 
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7. Size and finish of each item 
8. Mounting heights 
9. Explanation of abbreviations, symbols, etc. 
10. Numerical door index, indicating the hardware set/ group number for each door. 

C. The schedule will be prepared under the direct supervision of a certified Architectural Hardware 
Consultant (AHC) employed by the hardware distributor. The hardware schedule shall be signed and 
embossed with the DHI certification seal of the supervising AHC. The supervising AHC shall attend any 
meetings related to the project when requested by the architect.  

D. Check the specified hardware for suitability and adaptability to the details and surrounding conditions. 

E. Review drawings from related trades as required to verify compatibility with specified hardware.  Indicate 
unsuitable or in compatible items, and proposed substitutions in the hardware schedule. 

F. Provide documentation for all hardware to be furnished on labeled fire doors indicating compliance with 
positive pressure fire testing UL 10C. 

G. Furnish manufacturers' catalog data for each item of hardware in quantities as required by Division 1 - 
General Conditions. 

H. Submit a sample of each type of hardware requested by the architect. Samples shall be of the same 
finish, style, and function as specified herein.  Tag each sample with its permanent location so that it may 
be used in the final work. 

I. Furnish with first submittal, a list of required lead times for all hardware items. 

J. After final approved schedule is returned, transmit corrected copies for distribution and field use in 
quantities as required by Division 1 - General Conditions. 

K. Furnish approved hardware schedules, template lists, and pertinent templates as requested by related 
trades. 

L. Furnish necessary diagrams, schematics, voltage and amperage requirements for all electro-mechanical 
devices or systems as required by related trades. 

M. After receipt of approved hardware schedule, Hardware supplier shall initiate a meeting including the 
owner's representative to determine keying requirements.  Upon completion of the initial key meeting, 
hardware supplier shall prepare a proposed key schedule with symbols and abbreviations as set forth in 
the door and hardware institute's publication "Keying Procedures, Systems, and Nomenclature".  Submit 
copies of owner approved key schedule for review and field use in quantities as required by Division 1 - 
General Conditions. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Manufacturers and model numbers listed are to establish a standard of function and quality.  Similar 

items by approved manufacturers that are equal in design, function, and quality, may be considered for 
prior approval of the architect, provided the required data and physical samples are submitted for 
approval as set forth in Division One General Requirements. 

B. Obtain each type of hardware (hinges, latch & locksets, exit devices, closers, etc.) from a single 
manufacturer, although several may be indicated as offering products complying with requirements.  

C. Installation of hardware shall be installed or directly supervised and inspected by a skilled installer 
certified by the manufacturer of locksets, door closers, and exit devices used on the project, or with not 
less than 3 years experience in successful completion of projects similar in size and scope. 

D. Provide hardware for all labeled fire doors, which complies with positive pressure fire testing UL 10C. 

E. Comply with all applicable provisions of the standards referenced within section 1.4 of this specification. 

1.7 DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING 
A. Hardware supplier shall deliver hardware to the job site unless otherwise specified. 

B. All hardware shall be delivered in manufacturers' original cartons and shall be clearly marked with set 
and door number. 

C. Coordinate with contractor prior to hardware delivery and recommend secure storage and protection 
against loss and damage at job site. 
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D. Contractor shall receive all hardware and provide secure and proper protection of all hardware items to 
avoid delays caused by lost or damaged hardware.  Contractor shall report shortages to the Architect 
and hardware supplier immediately after receipt of material at the job site. 

E. Coordinate with related trades under the direction of the contractor for delivery of hardware items 
necessary for factory installation.  

1.8 PRE-INSTALLATION MEETING 
A. Schedule a hardware pre-installation meeting on site to review and discuss the installation of continuous 

hinges, locksets, door closers, exit devices, overhead stops, and electromechanical door hardware. 

B. Meeting attendees shall be notified 7 days in advance and shall include: Architect, Contractor, Door 
Hardware Installers (including low voltage hardware), Manufacturers representatives for above hardware 
items, and any other effected subcontractors or suppliers. 

C. All attendees shall be prepared to distribute installation manuals, hardware schedules, templates, and 
physical hardware samples. 

1.9 WARRANTY 
A. All hardware items shall be warranted against defects in material and workmanship as set forth in 

Division One General Requirements. 

B. Repair, replace, or otherwise correct deficient materials and workmanship without additional cost to 
owner. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 FASTENERS 
A. All exposed fasteners shall be Phillips head or as otherwise specified, and shall match the finish of the 

adjacent hardware.  All fasteners ex-posed to the weather shall be non-ferrous or stainless steel. Furnish 
correct fasteners to accommodate surrounding conditions. 

B. Coordinate required reinforcements for doors and frames.  Seek approval of the architect prior to 
furnishing through-bolts.  Furnish through-bolts as required for materials not readily reinforced. 

2.2 BUTT HINGES 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

  Ives Stanley Hager McKinney    

1. Standard Weight, Plain Bearing 5PB1 F179 1279 T2714 
2. Standard Weight, Ball Bearing 5BB1 BB179 BB1279 TB2714 
3. Standard Weight, Ball Bearing, Non-Ferrous 5BB1 FBB191 BB1191 TB2314 
4. Heavy Weight, Ball Bearing 5BB1HW FBB168 BB1168 T4B3786 
5. Heavy Weight, Ball Bearing, Non-Ferrous 5BB1HW FBB199 BB1199 T4B3386 

B. Unless otherwise specified, furnish the following hinge quantities for each door leaf. 
1. 3 hinges for doors up to 90 inches. 
2. 1 additional hinge for every 30 inch on doors over 90 inches. 
3. 4 hinges for Dutch door applications. 

C. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinge weight and type as follows: 
1. Standard weight:  plain bearing hinge 5PB1 for interior openings through 36 inches wide without a 

door closer. 
2. Standard weight:  ball bearing hinge 5BB1 for interior opening over 36 through 40 inches wide without 

a door closer, and for interior openings through 40 inches wide with a door closer. 
3. Heavyweight: 4 ball bearing hinge 5BB1HW for interior openings over 40 inches wide, and for all 

vestibule doors. 
4. Heavyweight:  4 ball bearing hinge 5BB1HWss for exterior openings unless otherwise listed in 

groups. 
D. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges for exterior doors, fabricated from brass, bronze, or stainless 

steel.  Unless otherwise specified, hinges for interior doors may be fabricated from steel. 

E. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges in the following sizes: 
1. 5" x 5" 2-1/4" thick doors 
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2. 4-1/2" x 4-1/2" 1-3/4" thick doors 
3. 3-1/2" x 3-1/2" 1-3/8" thick doors 

F. Furnish hinges with sufficient width to accommodate trim and allow for 180-degree swing. 

G. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges with flat button tips with non-rising pins at interior doors, non-
removable loose pins (NRP) at exterior and out-swinging interior doors. 

H. Unless otherwise specified, furnish all hinges to template standards. 

2.3 EXIT DEVICES 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

  Von Duprin Sargent  

1. Wide Stile, Push Pad 98 / 99 Series 80 Series 
2. Lever Trim None None 

B. Obtain exit devices from a single manufacturer, although several may be indicated as offering products 
complying with requirements. 

C. All exit devices shall be equipped with a sound-dampening feature to reduce touch pad return noise. 

D. All exit devices shall be provided with flush end caps to reduce potential damage from impact. 

E. All exit devices shall be provided with dead-locking latch bolts to insure security. 

F. All exit devices shall be U.L. listed for accident hazard. Exit device for use on fire doors shall also be U.L. 
listed for fire exit hardware. 

G. Provide optional strikes, special length rods, and adapter plates to accommodate door and frame 
conditions.  Provide narrow style series devices in lieu of wide stile series devices where optional strikes 
will not accommodate door and frame conditions. 

H. Coordinate with related trades to insure adequate clearance and reinforcement is provided in doors and 
frames.  Provide thru bolts as required. 

I. Provide interchangeable core cylinders when used in conjunction with exit devices.  Cylinder keyway 
shall match locksets furnished on this project.  

J. Provide cylinder keyed dogging (interchangeable core) for all non-fire rated exit devices. 

2.4 CLOSERS 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

 LCN Sargent  

1. 4011  /4111 EDA 351/351-P10 
B. Obtain door closers from a single manufacturer, although several may be indicated as offering products 

complying with requirements. 

C. Closers shall use high strength cast iron cylinders, forged main arms, and 1 piece forged steel pistons. 

D. Closers shall utilize a stable fluid withstanding temperature range of +120deg F to -30deg F without 
seasonal adjustment of closer speed to properly close the door.  Closers for fire-rated doors shall be 
provided with temperature stabilizing fluid that complies with standards UL10C. 

E. Unless otherwise specified, all door closers shall have full covers and separate adjusting valves for 
sweeps, latch, and backcheck. 

F. Provide closers for all labeled doors. Provide closers with adjustable spring power.  Size closers to 
insure exterior and fire rated doors will consistently close and latch doors under existing conditions.  Size 
all other door closers to allow for reduced opening force not to exceed 5 lbs. 

G. Install closers on the room side of corridor doors, stair side of stairways and interior side of exterior 
doors. 

H. Closers shall be furnished complete with all mounting brackets and cover plates as required by door and 
frame conditions, and by adjacent hardware. 

2.5 OVERHEAD STOPS 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

  Glynn-Johnson Rixson Sargent     
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1. Heavy Duty Surface Mount GJ90 Series 9 Series 590  
2. Heavy Duty Concealed Mount GJ100 Series 1 Series 690  
3. Medium Duty Surface Mount GJ450 Series 10 Series 1540  
4. Medium Duty Concealed Mount GJ410 2 Series 1530  

B. Overhead stops (including slide block and end caps) shall be fabricated from metal. 

C. Unless otherwise specified, furnish GJ450 series overhead stop for doors equipped with regular arm 
surface type closers that swing more than 140 degrees before striking a wall, for doors that open against 
equipment, casework, sidelights, or other objects that would make wall bumpers inappropriate, and as 
specified in hardware groups. 

D. Furnish sex bolt attachments for wood and mineral core doors unless doors are supplied with proper 
reinforcing blocks. 

E. Do not provide holder function for labeled doors. 

2.6 WEATHERSTRIP, GASKETING 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

  Pemko NGP Reese    
1. Weatherstrip 2891_S 9700 655  
2. Adhesive Gasket S88 5050 797  
3. Meeting Edge Seals 18041 9605 959  
4. Adhesive Edge Seal S77 5060 ****  
5. Automatic Door Bottom 4131 222 320  
6. Sweeps 18061_NB B606 964  
7. Sweep w/ drip 345_N C627 354  
8. Drip Cap 346 16 R201  

B. Where specified in the hardware groups, furnish the above products unless otherwise detailed in groups. 

C. Provide weatherstripping all exterior doors and where specified. 

D. Provide intumescent and other required edge sealing systems as required by individual fire door listings 
to comply with positive pressure standards UL 10C. 

E. Provide S88D smoke gaskets at all fire rated doors and smoke and draft control assemblies. 

2.7 THRESHOLDS 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: 

  Pemko NGP Reese    
1. Saddle Thresholds 171 425 S205  
2. Half Saddle Thresholds 227 324 S239  

B. Hardware supplier shall verify all finish floor conditions and coordinate proper threshold as required to 
insure a smooth transition between threshold and interior floor finish.   

C. Threshold Types: 
1. Unless otherwise specified, provide saddle threshold similar to Reese S205 for all exterior openings 

with a interior floor finish less than or equal to 1/4" in height.   
2. Unless otherwise specified, provide half saddle threshold similar to Reese S239 for all exterior 

openings with a interior floor finish greater than 1/4" in height.  Threshold height shall match thickness 
of interior floor finish.   

2.8 FINISHES AND BASE MATERIALS 
A. Unless otherwise indicated in the hardware groups or herein, hardware finishes shall be applied over 

base metals as specified in the following finish schedule: 
 HARDWARE ITEM BHMA FINISH AND BASE MATERIAL  

1. Butt Hinges: Exterior, or Non-Ferrous 630 (US32D) 
2. Exit Devices 626 (US26D) 
3. Closers 689 (Powder Coat Aluminum) 
4. Overhead Stops 630 (US32D) 
5. Thresholds 628 (Mill Aluminum) 
6. Weather-strip, Sweeps Drip Caps Aluminum Anodized 
7. Miscellaneous 626 (US26D) 
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2.9 KEYING 
A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: Match existing system 

B. All locks under this section shall be keyed as directed by the owner to a existing Master Key System. 

C. Keying shall be by lock manufacturer where permanent records shall be kept. 

D. Furnish a total of 2 keys per cylinder.  Actual cut keys to be determined by owner. 

E. Master keys and control keys to be delivered by registered mail to the owner.  Change keys shall be 
delivered in a set up key cabinet.  Construction keys shall be delivered to the contractor. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 
A. Prior to installation of hardware, installer shall examine door frame installation to insure frames have 

been set square and plumb.  Installer shall examine doors, door frames, and adjacent wall, floor, and 
ceiling for conditions, which would adversely effect proper operation and function of door assemblies.  
Do not proceed with hardware installation until such deficiencies have been corrected. 

3.2 INSTALLATION 
A. Before hardware installation, general contractor/construction manager shall coordinate a hardware 

installation seminar with a 1 week notice to all parties involved. The seminar is to be conducted on the 
installation of hardware, specifically of locksets, closers, exit devices, continuous hinges and overhead 
stops. Manufacturer's representative of the above products to present seminar. Seminar to be held at the 
job site and attended by installers of hardware (including low voltage hardware) for aluminum, hollow 
metal and wood doors. Training to include use of installation manuals, hardware schedule, templates 
and physical products samples. 

B. Install all hardware in accordance with the approved hardware schedule and manufacturers instructions 
for installation and adjustment. 

C. Set units level, plumb and true to the line and location.  Adjust and reinforce the attachment substrate as 
necessary for proper installation and operation. 

D. Drill and countersink units which are not factory-prepared for anchorage fasteners. Space fasteners and 
anchors in accord with industry standards. 

E. Drill appropriate size pilot holes for all hardware attached to wood doors and frames. 

F. Shim doors as required to maintain proper operating clearance between door and frame. 

G. Unless otherwise specified, locate all hardware in accordance with the recommended locations for 
builders hardware for standard doors and frames as published by the Door and Hardware Institute. 

H. Use only fasteners supplied by or approved by the manufacturer for each respective item of hardware. 

I. Mortise and cut to close tolerance and conceal evidence of cutting in the finished work. 

J. Conceal push and pull bar fasteners where possible.  Do not install through bolts through push plates. 

K. Install hardware on UL labeled openings in accordance with manufacturer's requirements to maintain the 
label. 

L. Install hardware in accordance with supplemental "S" label instructions on all fire rated openings. 

M. Install wall stops to contact lever handles or pulls.  Do not mount wall stops on casework, or equipment. 

N. Where necessary, adjust doors and hardware as required to eliminate binding between strike and 
latchbolt.  Doors should not rattle. 

O. Install door closers on corridor side of lobby doors, room side of corridor doors, and stair side of 
stairways. 

P. Adjust spring power of door closers to insure exterior and fire rated doors will consistently close and latch 
doors under existing conditions.  Adjust all other door closers to insure opening force does not to exceed 
5 lbs.   
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Q. Adjust "sweep", "latch", & "back check" valves on all door closers to properly control door through out the 
opening and closing cycle.  Adjust total closing speed as required to comply with all applicable state and 
local building codes. 

R. Unless otherwise specified or detailed, install thresholds with the bevel in vertical alignment with the 
outside door face.  Notch and closely fit thresholds to frame profile.  Set thresholds in full bed of sealant. 

S. Compress sweep during installation as recommended by sweep manufacturer to facilitate a water 
resistant seal. 

T. Deliver to the owner 1 complete set of installation and adjustment instructions, and tools as furnished 
with the hardware. 

3.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. After installation has been completed, the hardware supplier and manufacturers representative for 

locksets, door closers, exit devices, and overhead stops shall check the project and verify compliance 
with installation instructions, adjustment of all hardware items, and proper application according to the 
approved hardware schedule.  Hardware supplier shall submit a list of all hardware that has not been 
installed correctly. 

B. After installation has been completed, the hardware supplier and manufacturers representative shall 
meet with the owner to explain the functions, uses, adjustment, and maintenance of each item of 
hardware. 

C. Apply self-adhesive gasketing on frame stop at head & latch side and on rabbet of frame at hinge side. 

3.4 ADJUSTMENT AND CLEANING 
A. At final completion, and when H.V.A.C. equipment is in operation, installer shall make final adjustments 

to and verify proper operation of all door closers and other items of hardware.  .  Lubricate moving parts 
with type lubrication recommended by the manufacturer. 

B. All hardware shall be left clean and in good operation. Hardware found to be disfigured, defective, or 
inoperative shall be repaired or replaced. 

3.5 HARDWARE SCHEDULE 
A. The following schedule of hardware groups are intended to describe opening function. The hardware 

supplier is cautioned to refer to the preamble of this specification for a complete description of all 
materials and services to be furnished under this section. 

 
HW SET:  01 Exterior Hollow Metal Doors 
 

1 EA HINGE AS SPECIFIED  MAR 
1 EA PANIC DEVICE 99EO  VON 
1 EA IC CYLINDER AS REQUIRED  C-R 
1 EA SURFACE CLOSER 4111 EDA  LCN 
1 EA HD OVERHEAD STOP 100S  GLY 
1 EA WEATHERSTRIP 5050  NGP 
1 EA BRUSH DOOR SWEEP B606  NGP 
1 EA THRESHOLD AS REQUIRED  NGP 
1 EA RAIN DRIP 16  NGP 

FUNCTION: Latchbolt retracted inside by exit device push pad. Exit only, no outside trim.  
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	3. Heavyweight: 4 ball bearing hinge 5BB1HW for interior openings over 40 inches wide, and for all vestibule doors.
	4. Heavyweight:  4 ball bearing hinge 5BB1HWss for exterior openings unless otherwise listed in groups.

	D. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges for exterior doors, fabricated from brass, bronze, or stainless steel.  Unless otherwise specified, hinges for interior doors may be fabricated from steel.
	E. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges in the following sizes:
	5" x 5"
	2-1/4" thick doors
	4-1/2" x 4-1/2"
	1-3/4" thick doors
	3-1/2" x 3-1/2"
	1-3/8" thick doors

	F. Furnish hinges with sufficient width to accommodate trim and allow for 180-degree swing.
	G. Unless otherwise specified, furnish hinges with flat button tips with non-rising pins at interior doors, non-removable loose pins (NRP) at exterior and out-swinging interior doors.
	H. Unless otherwise specified, furnish all hinges to template standards.

	2.3 EXIT DEVICES
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers:
	Von Duprin
	Sargent
	Wide Stile, Push Pad
	98 / 99 Series
	80 Series
	Lever Trim
	None
	None

	B. Obtain exit devices from a single manufacturer, although several may be indicated as offering products complying with requirements.
	C. All exit devices shall be equipped with a sound-dampening feature to reduce touch pad return noise.
	D. All exit devices shall be provided with flush end caps to reduce potential damage from impact.
	E. All exit devices shall be provided with dead-locking latch bolts to insure security.
	F. All exit devices shall be U.L. listed for accident hazard. Exit device for use on fire doors shall also be U.L. listed for fire exit hardware.
	G. Provide optional strikes, special length rods, and adapter plates to accommodate door and frame conditions.  Provide narrow style series devices in lieu of wide stile series devices where optional strikes will not accommodate door and frame conditions.
	H. Coordinate with related trades to insure adequate clearance and reinforcement is provided in doors and frames.  Provide thru bolts as required.
	I. Provide interchangeable core cylinders when used in conjunction with exit devices.  Cylinder keyway shall match locksets furnished on this project. 
	J. Provide cylinder keyed dogging (interchangeable core) for all non-fire rated exit devices.

	2.4 CLOSERS
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers:
	LCN
	Sargent
	4011  /4111 EDA
	351/351-P10

	B. Obtain door closers from a single manufacturer, although several may be indicated as offering products complying with requirements.
	C. Closers shall use high strength cast iron cylinders, forged main arms, and 1 piece forged steel pistons.
	D. Closers shall utilize a stable fluid withstanding temperature range of +120deg F to -30deg F without seasonal adjustment of closer speed to properly close the door.  Closers for fire-rated doors shall be provided with temperature stabilizing fluid that complies with standards UL10C.
	E. Unless otherwise specified, all door closers shall have full covers and separate adjusting valves for sweeps, latch, and backcheck.
	F. Provide closers for all labeled doors. Provide closers with adjustable spring power.  Size closers to insure exterior and fire rated doors will consistently close and latch doors under existing conditions.  Size all other door closers to allow for reduced opening force not to exceed 5 lbs.
	G. Install closers on the room side of corridor doors, stair side of stairways and interior side of exterior doors.
	H. Closers shall be furnished complete with all mounting brackets and cover plates as required by door and frame conditions, and by adjacent hardware.

	2.5 OVERHEAD STOPS
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers:
	Glynn-Johnson
	Rixson
	Sargent
	Heavy Duty Surface Mount
	GJ90 Series
	9 Series
	590
	Heavy Duty Concealed Mount
	GJ100 Series
	1 Series
	690
	Medium Duty Surface Mount
	GJ450 Series
	10 Series
	1540
	Medium Duty Concealed Mount
	GJ410
	2 Series
	1530

	B. Overhead stops (including slide block and end caps) shall be fabricated from metal.
	C. Unless otherwise specified, furnish GJ450 series overhead stop for doors equipped with regular arm surface type closers that swing more than 140 degrees before striking a wall, for doors that open against equipment, casework, sidelights, or other objects that would make wall bumpers inappropriate, and as specified in hardware groups.
	D. Furnish sex bolt attachments for wood and mineral core doors unless doors are supplied with proper reinforcing blocks.
	E. Do not provide holder function for labeled doors.

	2.6 WEATHERSTRIP, GASKETING
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers:
	Pemko
	NGP
	Reese
	Weatherstrip
	2891_S
	9700
	655
	Adhesive Gasket
	S88
	5050
	797
	Meeting Edge Seals
	18041
	9605
	959
	Adhesive Edge Seal
	S77
	5060
	****
	Automatic Door Bottom
	4131
	222
	320
	Sweeps
	18061_NB
	B606
	964
	Sweep w/ drip
	345_N
	C627
	354
	Drip Cap
	346
	16
	R201

	B. Where specified in the hardware groups, furnish the above products unless otherwise detailed in groups.
	C. Provide weatherstripping all exterior doors and where specified.
	D. Provide intumescent and other required edge sealing systems as required by individual fire door listings to comply with positive pressure standards UL 10C.
	E. Provide S88D smoke gaskets at all fire rated doors and smoke and draft control assemblies.

	2.7 THRESHOLDS
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers:
	Pemko
	NGP
	Reese
	Saddle Thresholds
	171
	425
	S205
	Half Saddle Thresholds
	227
	324
	S239

	B. Hardware supplier shall verify all finish floor conditions and coordinate proper threshold as required to insure a smooth transition between threshold and interior floor finish.  
	C. Threshold Types:
	1. Unless otherwise specified, provide saddle threshold similar to Reese S205 for all exterior openings with a interior floor finish less than or equal to 1/4" in height.  
	2. Unless otherwise specified, provide half saddle threshold similar to Reese S239 for all exterior openings with a interior floor finish greater than 1/4" in height.  Threshold height shall match thickness of interior floor finish.  


	2.8 FINISHES AND BASE MATERIALS
	A. Unless otherwise indicated in the hardware groups or herein, hardware finishes shall be applied over base metals as specified in the following finish schedule:
	HARDWARE ITEM
	BHMA FINISH AND BASE MATERIAL
	Butt Hinges: Exterior, or Non-Ferrous
	630 (US32D)
	Exit Devices
	626 (US26D)
	Closers
	689 (Powder Coat Aluminum)
	Overhead Stops
	630 (US32D)
	Thresholds
	628 (Mill Aluminum)
	Weather-strip, Sweeps Drip Caps
	Aluminum Anodized
	Miscellaneous
	626 (US26D)


	2.9 KEYING
	A. Acceptable manufacturers and respective catalog numbers: Match existing system
	B. All locks under this section shall be keyed as directed by the owner to a existing Master Key System.
	C. Keying shall be by lock manufacturer where permanent records shall be kept.
	D. Furnish a total of 2 keys per cylinder.  Actual cut keys to be determined by owner.
	E. Master keys and control keys to be delivered by registered mail to the owner.  Change keys shall be delivered in a set up key cabinet.  Construction keys shall be delivered to the contractor.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1 EXAMINATION
	A. Prior to installation of hardware, installer shall examine door frame installation to insure frames have been set square and plumb.  Installer shall examine doors, door frames, and adjacent wall, floor, and ceiling for conditions, which would adversely effect proper operation and function of door assemblies.  Do not proceed with hardware installation until such deficiencies have been corrected.

	3.2 INSTALLATION
	A. Before hardware installation, general contractor/construction manager shall coordinate a hardware installation seminar with a 1 week notice to all parties involved. The seminar is to be conducted on the installation of hardware, specifically of locksets, closers, exit devices, continuous hinges and overhead stops. Manufacturer's representative of the above products to present seminar. Seminar to be held at the job site and attended by installers of hardware (including low voltage hardware) for aluminum, hollow metal and wood doors. Training to include use of installation manuals, hardware schedule, templates and physical products samples.
	B. Install all hardware in accordance with the approved hardware schedule and manufacturers instructions for installation and adjustment.
	C. Set units level, plumb and true to the line and location.  Adjust and reinforce the attachment substrate as necessary for proper installation and operation.
	D. Drill and countersink units which are not factory-prepared for anchorage fasteners. Space fasteners and anchors in accord with industry standards.
	E. Drill appropriate size pilot holes for all hardware attached to wood doors and frames.
	F. Shim doors as required to maintain proper operating clearance between door and frame.
	G. Unless otherwise specified, locate all hardware in accordance with the recommended locations for builders hardware for standard doors and frames as published by the Door and Hardware Institute.
	H. Use only fasteners supplied by or approved by the manufacturer for each respective item of hardware.
	I. Mortise and cut to close tolerance and conceal evidence of cutting in the finished work.
	J. Conceal push and pull bar fasteners where possible.  Do not install through bolts through push plates.
	K. Install hardware on UL labeled openings in accordance with manufacturer's requirements to maintain the label.
	L. Install hardware in accordance with supplemental "S" label instructions on all fire rated openings.
	M. Install wall stops to contact lever handles or pulls.  Do not mount wall stops on casework, or equipment.
	N. Where necessary, adjust doors and hardware as required to eliminate binding between strike and latchbolt.  Doors should not rattle.
	O. Install door closers on corridor side of lobby doors, room side of corridor doors, and stair side of stairways.
	P. Adjust spring power of door closers to insure exterior and fire rated doors will consistently close and latch doors under existing conditions.  Adjust all other door closers to insure opening force does not to exceed 5 lbs.  
	Q. Adjust "sweep", "latch", & "back check" valves on all door closers to properly control door through out the opening and closing cycle.  Adjust total closing speed as required to comply with all applicable state and local building codes.
	R. Unless otherwise specified or detailed, install thresholds with the bevel in vertical alignment with the outside door face.  Notch and closely fit thresholds to frame profile.  Set thresholds in full bed of sealant.
	S. Compress sweep during installation as recommended by sweep manufacturer to facilitate a water resistant seal.
	T. Deliver to the owner 1 complete set of installation and adjustment instructions, and tools as furnished with the hardware.

	3.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. After installation has been completed, the hardware supplier and manufacturers representative for locksets, door closers, exit devices, and overhead stops shall check the project and verify compliance with installation instructions, adjustment of all hardware items, and proper application according to the approved hardware schedule.  Hardware supplier shall submit a list of all hardware that has not been installed correctly.
	B. After installation has been completed, the hardware supplier and manufacturers representative shall meet with the owner to explain the functions, uses, adjustment, and maintenance of each item of hardware.
	C. Apply self-adhesive gasketing on frame stop at head & latch side and on rabbet of frame at hinge side.

	3.4 ADJUSTMENT AND CLEANING
	A. At final completion, and when H.V.A.C. equipment is in operation, installer shall make final adjustments to and verify proper operation of all door closers and other items of hardware.  .  Lubricate moving parts with type lubrication recommended by the manufacturer.
	B. All hardware shall be left clean and in good operation. Hardware found to be disfigured, defective, or inoperative shall be repaired or replaced.

	3.5 HARDWARE SCHEDULE
	A. The following schedule of hardware groups are intended to describe opening function. The hardware supplier is cautioned to refer to the preamble of this specification for a complete description of all materials and services to be furnished under this section.



